Abstract-The zero-field microwave susceptibility dispersion spectra of 3 × 3 cylindrical nanodot arrays with perpendicular anisotropy have been studied by means of OOMMF. It is revealed that the remnant domain states of these nanodot arrays evolve as a function of the interdot distance. Increasing the interdot distance from 10 nm to 60 nm, the domain state for the central dot transforms from stripe-domain structure to bi-domain bubble state, to multi-domain bubble state, and finally to single domain flowering state. The corresponding dynamic susceptibility spectra of these nanodot arrays show different resonance peaks, each related to a unique domain state. It is distinguished that magnetostatic interaction between nanodots is the cause for the evolution of the domain states and the susceptibility spectra with the interdot distance, which suggests a potential way to utilize the dynamic properties of nanodot arrays.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic nanodots with perpendicular anisotropy have received a lot of attention in recent years due to their potential applications in data storage industry [1] . The dynamic susceptibility of these nanodots is of critical importance for magnetic recording applications because it controls the magnetization switching process [2] . To exploit the dynamic susceptibility of magnetic nanodots, it is necessary to understand their domain states. N. Vukadinovic et al. have revealed that single nanodot with uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy can exhibit a variety of remnant magnetization states such as the bubble state, the vortex sate, and the stripe-domain state by adjusting the geometry of the nanodot and the strength of the anisotropy [1, 3] . However, to our knowledge, few works have addressed the effect of magnetostatic interaction on the dynamic susceptibility spectra of nanodot arrays. In this work, we find that the remnant magnetization states of nanodots can be controlled by putting them in an array and tuning the interdot distance. The dynamic susceptibility spectra associated with different domain states are also obtained through micromagnetic simulation. The behavior of a single isolated nanodot is also simulated for comparison.
MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
The micromagnetic simulations are performed using the public domain 3D OOMMF by solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation as a function of time [4] . The material parameters in OOMMF for cobalt are taken: saturation magnetization M s = 14 × 10 5 A/m, exchange stiffness constant A = 30 × 10 −12 J/m, anisotropy constant K 1 = 5.2 × 10 5 J/m 3 . The direction of the anisotropy constant is set to be along the length direction (Z-direction) of the nanodots to ensure perpendicular anisotropy. The gyromagnetic ratio γ is set to be 2.21 × 10 5 mA −1 S −1 and the damping constant α is set to be 0.015. A cubic cell size of 5×5×5 nm 3 is taken. The field-dependent behavior of a single isolated cylindrical nanodot with height of 50 nm and its corresponding 3 × 3 periodic arrays is simulated. For the purpose of comparison, the diameter of these nanodots is fixed to be 100 nm and the adjacent interdot distance (edge-to-edge spacing d) is varied from 10 nm to 60 nm.
The dynamic susceptibility spectra are obtained following the routes described in Refs.
[2] and [5] . Firstly, the equilibrium configuration of magnetization is obtained in the absence of external magnetic applied field. Then a weak pulse field assuming the form of H(t) = 1000 exp(−10 9 t) (t in s, H in A/m) is applied perpendicular to the long axis of the dots. The dynamic response of magnetization is tracked under the pulse field. Both the pulse field and excited magnetization are then processed by a Fast Fourier Transform approach, after which the susceptibility spectrum χ(ω) are calculated by:
where ω is the frequency, M (ω) and H(ω) are the expressions in frequency domain for magnetization and pulse field after FFT treatment, respectively; χ refers to the real part of χ(ω) and χ denotes the imaginary part. Figure 1 demonstrates the remnant magnetization states for a 3 × 3 nanodot array with different interdot distance d. Fig. 2 shows their corresponding susceptibility spectra. As can be seen, the stable magnetization state for a single isolated nanodot with diameter of 100 nm and height of 50 nm is flowering state (Fig. 2) . In contrast, the nanodots in the 3 × 3 arrays exhibit a variety of domain states as the interdot distance varies. When d = 10 nm ( Fig. 1(a) ), the dot at the center of the array exhibits a stripe-domain pattern, with most of its magnetization pointing down and the rest pointing up. The dots situated at its right and bottom show two stripe-domain walls, which are separated by 180 • domains. It is worth noting that the shape of the domain walls is asymmetric, arising from the strong dipolar interaction between the dots in the array. Other dots in the array display uniform flowering domain, the geometry of which is also slightly distorted.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As d increases to 20 nm, the magnetization state for the dot at the center evolves into concentric bi-domain bubble states (Fig. 1(b) ). The inner domain of the bubble state is upward magnetized and the outer domain is downward magnetized; between them is a circular domain wall, twisted with a Bloch character at the dot center and a Néel character at the dot surfaces. Detailed descriptions of the magnetization configuration of the bubble state can be found in Refs. [1] and [3] . In the meantime, the dots surrounding the central dot show similar two stripe-domain structure: at the center of the dot the magnetization points upward and at the two edges of the dot the magnetization points downward. Other dots at the corner of the array manifest stable flowering state, since they are less affected by adjacent dots.
When d further increases to 30 and 40 nm, all the dots in the array display single-domain flowering state except the one situated at the center of the array. The central dot for the array with d = 30 nm is confined in a bubble state with four tips stretched out by the influence from surrounding elements. As d becomes 40 nm, the influence from surrounding elements is decreased and the domain state for the central dot is stabilized in the bubble state. Eventually, all dots in the array are able to support the single-domain flowering state when d increases to 60 nm (not shown here), resulting from the diminished magnetostatic interaction between the dots.
The susceptibility spectrum for single nanodot is shown in Fig. 2 . Three resonance peaks A1, A2, and A3 can be identified in the frequency range of 0 ∼ 50 GHz, located at 9.3, 16.5, and 20 GHz, respectively. Previous investigations on nanowires and nanodots reveal that peaks A2 and A3 are related to the magnetization distribution at the bulk part of the dot, whereas peak A1 is due to the splay pattern of the surface magnetization configuration. The intensity of the A1 peak is stronger than that of A2 and A3, which is ascribed to the fact that the volume of the surface magnetization is larger than that of the bulk magnetization. Due to the existence of the flowering state for all the dot arrays, the three resonance peaks also sustain for all arrays, with their intensity and position being modified. In the case of nanodot array with d = 60 nm and all dots in the array showing flowering state, the position of the three resonance peaks is shifted to the lower frequency region and peak A1 and A2 are split due to the minor inhomogeneity of the magnetization configuration in each dot.
For nanodot array with d = 40 nm, new resonance peaks B4 and B5 arise as a result of the bubble state, situated at 12.7 and 16 GHz, respectively. As a matter of fact, the bubble state should give rise to three resonance peaks: one associated with the inner domain, one resulted from the outer domain and one ascribed to the circular domain wall [1, 3] . Note that the magnetization of the inner domain is in the same direction as that of the flowering state surrounding the central dot, so it is highly possible that the resonance peak corresponding to the inner domain is obscured by the resonance peaks arising from the flowering state. For nanodot array with d = 30 nm, the magnetization configuration for the central dot show four additional tips. Accordingly, a new resonance peak C6 emerges on its susceptibility spectrum. When the nanodot array with d = 20 nm display stripe-domain structure, its susceptibility spectrum exhibit corresponding resonance peak D7, along with the characteristic peak B4 of the bubble state. When the bubble state disappears in the domains state of the nanodot array with d = 10 nm, its corresponding resonance peaks also vanish. In the meantime, the irregular stripe domain pattern in Fig. 1(a) is responsible for the rough shape of peak D7, D8, and D9.
While many factors account for the domain patterns and susceptibility spectra of nanodot arrays, magnetostatic interaction between nanodots is the prime variable as interdot distance d varies. It is revealed that magnetostatic interaction energy between nanodots would decrease as d adds up [6, 7] . Thus it is understandable that when d increases to an extent (d > 60 nm in our simulation), the domain states for nanodot arrays would behave like that of a single dot and their corresponding susceptibility spectra also show resonance peaks much like that of the single dot. The rich domain states demonstrated by the nanodot arrays, along with their diversified susceptibility spectra, provide an opportunity to tailor, design and exploit their dynamic properties.
CONCLUSIONS
The zero-field microwave susceptibility spectra for 3 × 3 nanodot arrays with different interdot distance d have been simulated through OOMMF. It is found that their remnant magnetization states evolve as a function of d. For instance, the domain state for the central dot transforms from stripe-domain structure to bi-domain bubble state, to multi-domain bubble state, and finally to single domain flowering state. Accordingly, their corresponding dynamic susceptibility spectra show different resonance peaks, each related to a unique domain state. Since magnetostatic interaction between nanodots is the prime variable as interdot distance d varies, it is responsible for the variation of the domain states and their corresponding dynamic susceptibility spectra, which offers another way to exploit the dynamic properties of nanodot arrays.
